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Abstract: UI developers attracted in UI design patterns normally face main difficulties when trying to use them, since of 

the complexity of pattern collections and the lack of supporting utensils. As a significance, UI design patterns are not 

extensively used and this entails an imperative damage of productivity and superiority. In this study, we acknowledged 

and transcribed 30 UI patterns that were made available in a library, and we associated four modes of presentation for 

them: pattern thumbnails, application types, decision trees, and alphabetical mode. Ten subjects participated in the study. 

Operator gratification was advanced with the three new methods than with the alphabetic method. Exploration period was 

advanced with the three new methods than with the alphabetic mode. Though problematic to evaluate, pattern significance 

was improved with the three new methods. Those findings were twisted into approvals for instantaneous applications. In 

conclusion, we proposition some research paths for the future. 

 

Keywords: Present UI Design Patterns, decision trees, projected approach, Standard Screen Patterns, application types,  

pattern thumbnails. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

  Respectively pattern designates a problematic which happens over and over once more in our ailment, and then 

designates the core of the resolution to that problematic, in such a method that you can use this resolution a million times 

finished, without ever doing it the same way twofold.  Design patterns detention invariants of a proven resolution to a 

recurring problem in explicit context. They are reusable knowledge blocks, written in plain text following a predefined 

setup, and possibly illustrated by photos, code samples, diagrams, etc. Patterns are frequently prepared in a language that 

is related semantically and hierarchically, to generate complete design solutions. Christopher Alexander set a innovative 

in style when he wrote the first patterns, 30 years ago. His inkling has since banquet into the fields of pedagogics, business 

procedures, object-oriented programming and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).  

 

  The usage of user interface (UI) patterns remnants short, in spite of the huge quantity of accessible pattern languages. 

Indeed, border developers do not use UI patterns much for several reasons: 

 

• A lack of organization: as a pattern language produces, it can quarter more than a hundred patterns. Lacking 

clear entry points, crosscuts, or guidance, finding the right pattern often quantities to skimming through the entire list. 

This weighty workload adds to the systematic tasks of developers.  

 

• The complication of current patterns, written by « usability engineers or experienced UI developers » for 

themselves. Interface developers are not accustomed with the thoughts, systems and vocabulary used in humanoid factors 

engineering; thus, it is problematic for them to estimate the significance or applicability of a pattern to a situation. They 

also have snags understanding how patterns are linked and how to benefit from these relationships.  

 

• A lack of tools for supportive interface developers and reducing their workload. 

The difficulty of using UI patterns may entail a huge loss of productivity and quality for interface developers who code 

the UI, as they pass over a tool that can « recover the consistency of the user edge and UI value, make designing and 

implementing extra efficient, afford business advantages for software companies, and effort as a common language 

collaborating the design data to the designers, developers, and additional shareholders. 
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OUR APPROACH TO WRITE AND PRESENT UI DESIGN PATTERNS 

 

  Our research work on UI patterns is based on four core actions: an extensive literature examination which allowable us 

to draw educations from others’ effort on UI patterns, an analysis of dissimilar training and replication tools interfaces 

developed at CAE, deliberations with human influences specialists who told the needs of UI developers at CAE and were 

observing for more rigor and constancy in UI, and deliberations with several UI developers at CAE since they are the 

conclusion users of the UI patterns.  

  We wrote 30 UI design patterns for exercise and simulation provision tools developed at CAE, and shared them on the 

company network on a need-to-know base. They have been vigorously used and authenticated by more than 45 engineers, 

human factors specialists, and UI practitioners, and tweaked in the light of the comment of these professionals.  

 

  We inscribed UI patterns following the usual « Problem-Framework-Solution » format, with a weighty use of bullet 

points (rather than dense paragraphs) and example imaginings (up to half the content of the pattern). This aimed at 

growing legibility, understand ability and appeal of the patterns for developers.  

 

  Furthermore, UI patterns were structured according to three methods of presentation we developed: application types, 

decision trees and pattern thumbnails.  

 

  Application types are intermediate between attitudes as defined by Welie and Standard Screen Patterns as defined by 

Neil. They are textual and visual representations of stereotypes or software types like Web browser, spreadsheet, media 

player, to which a predefined pattern group is linked. As the amount of application types is inferior to the quantity of 

patterns, and as they are a more user-friendly artifact, they can act as a shortcut during pattern identification and search 

operations.  

Decision trees swap the difficult dispensation of a pattern with a succession of questions requiring less time and HCI 

expertise for discovery a pattern. Besides, this mode makes explicit otherwise unseen pattern relationships. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Topics: Ten specialists from CAE contributed to the study. Four are software developers, four have squad or project 

management responsibilities, and two have graphic or quality assurance responsibilities. No one of them had heard of UI 

design patterns or seen CAE’s patterns collection before.  

 

Commission: Subjects were inquired to find, with each of the four modes of performance, a pattern appropriate to a 

specific CAE user interface they had spontaneously chosen at the beginning of the exam. « Suitable » could either mean: 

« That would meaningfully improve the chosen UI » or « That is previously and correctly applied in the chosen UI ». The 

subjects were not asked to technically smear the pattern, since this study one attention on appraising the ability of each 

mode to benefit one find quickly a relevant design pattern. The collection contained 30 UI patterns; each time the subject 

found a pattern with a mode, the similar pattern could not be used with an additional mode and the dissimilar modes were 

used in accidental order by the subjects.  

 

Facts: Data composed about each approach were about these parameters: the period compulsory to find an appropriate 

pattern, the user gratification with the mode, and the significance of the selected pattern for the originally chosen CAE 

user interface. The data about the past two parameters were collected through a conference at the end of the meeting. We 

evaluated the subjects’ first-contact involvement with the library: if they could treasure a relevant pattern on their personal 

and were attentive in using it. The subjects were asked to remark aloud on their activities while exploring the pattern 

library and selecting a pattern.  

 

Process: At the opening of a test meeting, we welcomed the subject, explicated the goal of the study, had the subject 

whole a short biographical survey, and gave brief instructions about the duty to perform and the arrangement of events 

during the session. The test was held at the subject’s desk, in the presence of the transformer who detected the work done 

by the subject, together with the survey, and asked questions. 

 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

The complete response to the projected approach, new methods of presentation and writing style, has been constructive.  
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  CAE UI patterns collection was deemed striking, and the subjects, with no earlier knowledge of UI design patterns, were 

able to invent patterns relevant to their condition with a high gratification rate. The search period was advanced with the 

new modes but this consequence seems to be a virtuous thing: excess time wasn’t spent on hit-or-miss, on trial-and-error 

unsighted investigation of patterns as with the alphabetic index, but rather on reading added details or thinking about the 

problems. Context and guidance provided by the new modes of performance may require more time, but this could be 

willingly accepted by the subjects as it mains to more relevant patterns and a better consideration of UI problems.  

 

  Moreover, application types and decision trees act as many and targeted access points to subsections of the library, de 

facto breaking apart it for UI developers. This break-apart, along with the context on condition that through textual and 

visual documents, contribute to building the subjects’ mental model of the UI principles. It also reduces the workload of 

using the library: developers do not have to know any lengthier the library by heart to choose the right pattern. 

Distinguishing the problem they are irritated with or the type of application they are waged on is tolerable to provide a 

solution. 

 

  The complementarity of the modes was also renowned. Application types conventional improved ratings from subjects 

complex in new products, where the UI had yet to be designed because they provided them with a starting point. On the 

conflicting, the decision trees received better ratings from subjects involved in established products with explicit UI 

problems.  

 

  The pattern thumbnails were respected and are valuable on two levels: first, as an introduction to the library, playing on 

the user’s snooping (subjects enjoyed guessing the meaning from the thumbnail and spent a period doing so even when 

they now had originated a suitable pattern); second, as a nice hasty reference for advanced users, provided that rich 

information at a glimpse.  

  Yet converging solely on thumbnails would be a fault. Application types and decision trees, though less affected, provide 

more correct answers and much more context, which is advantageous in the long term to the UI information of software 

developers.  

Most subjects articulated their liking of numerous modes at the same time and commanded us not to pick one at the 

expense of the others. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 

• Support each pattern performance with a pattern thumbnail. 

It is a low-cost yet effective technique of accomplishing findability and it takes a lot of meaning. The illustrations used 

should be systematized in order not to noiselessly enforce a particular visual style or a precise technical solution.  

 

• Sustenance the library with application kinds and decision trees.  

They are the methods squashy the best results, nevertheless, since they are tougher to define and write, it is improved to 

first have a resolute library and a fine understanding of the organization to physique upon. 

 

• Keep an alphabetic index accessible. 

Even if they do not use it, subjects sensation safe having a « no surprise » resolution available. Some users use it to 

instrument the scope of the library at a glimpse.  

 

• Inscribe patterns using bullet points and several cautiously selected examples.  

They make patterns calmer to grip for an audience that has no training in HCI.  

 

• Keep properties for « the serviceability of usability ».  

The new glancing methods mean added writing, coding and drawing. This may constrain a squad with limited resources 

to write rarer patterns per se to make the residue reachable to interface developers. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

  Our outcomes are inspiring, even though not all positive, since the subjects who contributed to the study were clever to 

find UI patterns on their personal, gratification with three new methods of presentation of patterns that we invented was 

advanced than with the conservative alphabetic mode, and the significance of patterns they initiate with these new 

methods was better than with the alphabetic method. Hence application types, decision trees, pattern thumbnails, and 

actual visual writing stylishness can be restrained effective and consistent to make patterns simply available to UI 

developers with no previous HCI training. The four modes of performance we tested are not all inclusive and it is value 
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making the effort to develop and test original ones for the advantage of UI developers, and other shareholders the 

enterprise (e.g., clients, associates).  

  

  In conclusion, the « language » feature of design patterns has been knowingly left out of this paper, principally because 

the recognized definition of pattern language differs extensively. As of now, our patterns are indeed logically structured 

everywhere in submission types and decision trees that perform like thematic « hubs ». However, this way of working 

only accounts for a minor part of the functions of a pattern language; here lies a massive area of development. 
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